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The visionary Irish jewellery designer, John Rocha is renowned for his unique blend of classic
designs with the contemporary ones as reflected in his range of jewelleries. The simple patterns of
John Rocha jewellery, infused with intricate designs are what gives birth to his master art. Rochaâ€™s
collections of jewellery vary so much in their design and style, that it seems that each one is neatly
curved for a particular event. Rocha has been bewitching the global audience with the grandeur and
beauty of his jewels that speak explicitly of his bold and nature-inspired style. 

The speciality of John Rocha pieces is that they are completely uncluttered, in spite of the infusion
of all the elaborateness. When you set your eyes on the John Rocha jewellery, you will be
completely convinced about the presence of nature in each of his works. Simple elements of fire,
water, stone, earth and wind are inculcated in his designs so as keep the elements of Mother Nature
alive in them. The touch of a Celtic soul in his jewellery design is reflective of the fact that the
designer has subtly punched the extravagance of East with the aristocracy of West to create the
exclusive pieces. 

Naturally, the East-West concept emerged from Rochaâ€™s Chinese roots and Irish upbringing that
colored his beauty collections. Rocaâ€™s jewellery pieces also bear a touch of sensuality in them, which
make them exceedingly feminine. Women of all eras who admire sophistication in their hearts can
wear the pieces and emerge as graceful beauties. To make the accessories befitting for all age,
Rocha has taken a global approach in designing them. Thus, Rocha has captured the hearts of the
countless ladies around the globe by creating collections worth wearing in both streets and
runaways. The versatility of John Rocha jewellery is said to be a manifestation of female strength
that makes the wearer all the more confident.   

Rocha emphasizes on the aspect of feminine purity and chastity in his two signature range of jewels
that he proclaimed to be built upon his beliefs and values. Marketed under the brand name of Cross
I and II, the line reveals simple collections that are touched with a modern twist. The necklaces,
pendants and earrings are all beautified with crosses in doubles or triples to make the very ordinary
pieces unique in a different way. John Rocha jewellery received familiarity among the college goers
with its Star and Moon line of jewels. A fine entanglement of both trendy and classic designs, these
pieces are completely adorable and have a dreamy feel about them.

Rocha claimed that the Sun and Moon collection bears the fragrance and vitality of youth and can
hence be worn by all young hearts. John Rocha is also celebrated among the male folks for his
collection of menâ€™s jewellery that bear their own grace and masculinity.
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Jack - About Author:
Do you want to have a look at the a John Rocha jewellery collection? We are an online seller
offering trendy and sophisticated Rocha a jewellery pieces for both male and female. 
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